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CONVERSION FACTORS, NON-SI TO SI (METRIC) UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

Non-SI units of measurement used in this report can be converted to SI (metric)

units as follows:

Multiply By To Obtain

degrees (angle) 0.01745329 radians

feet 0.3048 metres

inches 2.54 centimetres

inches to the 41.62314 centimetres to the
fourth power fourth power

inch-kips (force) 11.29848 centimetre-kilonewtons

kips (force) 4.448222 kilonewtons

kips (force) per 6.894757 megapascals
square inch

miles 1.609347 kilometres

pounds (force) 4.448222 newtons

A pounds (force) per 6.894757 kilopascals
square inch

pounds (force) per yard 4.86463 newtons per metre

square inches 6.4516 square centimetres
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TESTS AND ANALYSES OF THE PANAMA CANAL LOCKS

TOW TRACK SYSTEM

PART I: INTRODUCTION

Background

1. Since its completion in 1914, the Panama Canal has played an essen-

tial role in world commerce. Approximately 14,000 transits are now made each

year through the 50-mile* waterway. Any moment of the day typically finds

dozens of vessels anchored near each canal entrance, awaiting the passage

which requires an average of 9 hr, deep water to deep water. A ship entering

the canal is raised in three steps to Gatun Lake, one of the largest man-made

lakes in the world. After a 23-1/2-mile trip across the lake (about 85 ft

above sea level), the ship is lowered in three steps back to sea level. The

steps consist of side-by-side pairs of locks, each operated independently, ac-

commodating two lanes of traffic. Ships are towed in and out of the locks by

electric locomotives equipped with powerful hydraulic winches, or windlasses.

The locomotives run on tracks on both sides of the locks and are driven

through pinion wheels which engage a toothed rack between the tracks. For

many years, the facility has operated at full capacity, around the clock, 365

days per year. Maintenance on locks hardware is scheduled for low-traffic

periods, and only very rarely requires a shutdown of operations. Even then,

repair efforts are confined to only one of the two lanes at a time, while

traffic continues to move in the other. The marine traffic control experts of

the Panama Canal Commission (PCC) use a computerized control system and are

constantly studying new ways to streamline operations and increase traffic

flow capacity.

2. Seventy years of developments in maritime technology as well as

world trade and shipping have had many effects on the operation of the canal.

In addition to traffic volume, the size and load capacity of ships have in-

creased over the years. In 1914, it was difficult to conceive of a ship large

* A table of factors for converting non-SI units of measurement to SI
(metric) units is presented on page 3.
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enough to fill one of the 1,000-ft-long by 110-ft-wide lock chambers. Today,

the design and construction of many of the world's tankers, dry bulk carriers,

and containerized cargo ships are influenced by the length, beam, and draft

limitations of the chambers. In response to the evolution of the shipping in-

dustry, many improvements have been made in the excavated channels which com-

prise much of the canal length; channels have been widened, curves have been

straightened out, etc. But the locks remain basically unchanged. Heavier,

stronger locomotives were put into service in the early 1960's to cope with

the increased loads of the larger ships. Of course, all of the loads involved

in towing and braking of ships are ultimately borne by the tow track and its

supporting structure. In recent years, the tow track system and some of its

components have shown progressive structural damage. By the late 1970's, this

problem had become so severe that an extensive tow track rehabilitation effort

was urgently needed to prevent ultimate disruption of canal traffic. In re-

sponse to this need, PCC engineers devised a method of repairing the tow track

system and upgrading certain severely damaged components which could be accom-

plished without interrupting canal traffic. This procedure was begun in 1981,

yet there was still concern among the PCC technical staff that the largely

field-engineered repair method might not completely eliminate component over-

stressing and prevent long-term recurring deterioration of the structure.

When the scope and expense ($2 to $3 million annually) of the project were

realized, it was questioned whether a more complete redesign and upgrading of

the tow track system might ultimately be a better investment.

3. In November 1981, the US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station

(WES) was funded by the PCC to evaluate the structural integrity of the re-

paired tow track system by conducting a series of structural tests and anal-

yses. The tests were conducted during March and April 1982 at the Miraflores

Locks. The test data were presented in a draft data report.* The final

results of finite element and conventional analyses of the tow track system,
5'

data analyses, and conclusions are presented herein.

* US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station. 1982. "Panama Canal Locks
Tow Track System Tests" (draft report), Vols 1 and 2, Vicksburg, Miss.
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Objectives

4. The objectives of the tow track tests and analyses were to determine

J the adequacy of the tow track's structure, as repaired by PCC, under its pres-

ent loadings and to identify critical regions or structure components where

overstressing and associated premature failures might be expected.

Scope

5. Tests were conducted at three sites along the east wall of the Mira-

flores Locks. These sites were selected by PCC as representative repair

*areas. Responses of the rails and supporting components were monitored using

up to 48 channels of active electronic instrumentation (mostly strain measure-

ments), recorded on magnetic tape through the duration of each test. A total

of 74 individual tests, each consisting of one locomotive pass, were con-

ducted. Those tests included actual towing situations and special load cases

which simulated certain tow conditions.

6. Analyses of test results were conducted to determine tow track

component response tendencies and critical regions of stress. A three-

dimensional beam finite element model of a tow track section was developed

and used for analyses of component responses and boundary condition sensitiv-

ity studies. Additional conventional analyses and supporting calculations

were made to investigate potential development of structural darage.

%%
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PART II: THE TOW TRACK STRUCTURAL SYSTEM

Structure Description

7. The tow track consists of a pair of rails spaced at slightly over

5 ft and the rack, a heavy casting centered between the rails. The rack

serves two purposes. First, transverse slots in the top surface of the cast-

ing accept the teeth of the massive locomotive drive gears in rack and pinion

fashion. This arrangement provides all of the traction for towing and brak-

ing. Additionally, the upper sides of the rack form flanges against which

special locomotive safety wheels bear, preventing overturning when extreme ca-

ble loads are applied. Except for certain track areas in the proximity of the

lock miter gates and their associated machinery, the rails and rack are sup-

ported by steel crossties which resemble I-beams. These are spaced at 3 ft

and are referred to as "long ties." Short lengths of the crosstie beas, or

"short ties," support only the rails and are located halfway between long

ties. Through most of the crosstie-supported tow track, the complete steel

structure rests on a solid concrete foundation, with additional concrete cast

around and above the ties so that only the rail heads and upper portion of the

rack assembly are exposed. Figure 1 is a cutaway sketch of this tow track

construction, and Figure 2 shows more detailed section and elevation views.

In certain special areas where the tow track must span a below-deck machinery

or access room, the ties are supported by reinforced concrete walls and/or

heavy girders, with concrete encasing all rrpmbers. This construction is

illustrated in Figure 3.

* 8. The massive lock miter gates are about 5 ft thick and recess into

the lock walls when swung 3'en to give passing ships benefit of the entire

lock width. Tow track sections directly over these gate recesses are sup-

ported by specially designed members which span cantilever girders. Figure 4

shows details of this construction.

Locomotive Operation

p. 9. Each electric locomotive is about 35 ft long and 8 ft wide, overall,

with a wheelbase of 15 ft. Pinion drive gears at each axle provide all towing

and braking traction. Two hydraulically controlled windlasses, each capable

7
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Rails

Conductor Slot

Long Tie

Lock
Wall

Figure 1. Cutaway sketch of typical concrete
foundation tow track section

of 35,000 lb of sustained cable tension, pay out through pulley arrangements

which revolve freely to allow any appropriate combination of horizontal and

vertical cable angles. These cable exits are 10 ft apart, about 3-1/2 ft

above rail elevation. All locomotive features are symmetrical about the mid-

length, so that operations are unaffected by the direction of travel. Elec-

tric power is conveyed through pickup shoes which move along live conductor

A channels in the below-grade "conductor slot" adjacent to the lands ide rail

(Figure 1). The dead weight of each locomotive is about 110,000 lb.

10. Each locomotive is independently operated by an on-board driver,

who controls the direction and speed of travel as well as the disposition of

each windlass. The operators receive coordinating instructions from a "lock-

master" who relies on the continuous input of PCC pilots and observers sta-

tioned at the extremes of each ship. Four to eight locomotives are used with

each ship, depending on its size, and both windlass cables of each locomotive

are secured to the ship. Maxmum towing speed is about 3 mph, although larger

ships are usually moved more slowly. It is often necessary to assist the lo-

comotives with the ship's own propulsion to overcome the tremendous inertia of

8
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Section A

Section B

* 9 72"-

Internal Rack Stif feners BA

Elevation

Figure 2. Construction details of the concrete
foundation tow track
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q ~Conductor Slot

Land-Side Rail --- Water-Side Rail

Rack~ Rail-Support

Stringer G~n ir~der

Recess Area
for Open Kicer Gate

Recessed
Lock
Wall

Section A

Water-S ide

Cantilever Teso A Cantilever

Plan

Figure 4. Plan and section views of' gate recess
tow track construction
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the larger vessels. The horizontal angles of the windlass cables during tow-

ing and braking may vary as much as 70 to 80 deg either side of normal (right

angle to the ship's side). Vertical angles are influenced by the height above

water of the cable attachment point, the water level in the lock chamber, and

+' tide conditions, and vary between extremes of about 80 deg above or below hor-

izontal. Figure 5 shows photographs of towing and braking operations in the

chambers of the Miraflores Locks.

Tow Track Structural Damage

11. The most severe damage to the tow track system is usually concen-

trated in the area of the waterside rail and the rack, since the greatest

reactions to cable loads are transmitted to the foundation through these mem-

bers. The most visibly apparent damage includes excessive cracking and crush-

ing of concrete in the area of the waterside rail (Figure 6), distortion and

extreme wear of the rack (Figure 7), and an occasional fracture of the rail or

rack (Figure 8). Deterioration of concrete around the waterside rail is often

more severe at the rail joint locations. Closer inspection of the damaged

area usually reveals significant settlement and misalignment of the rails

(primarily the waterside rail) and the rack with respect to the rails. Such

misalignment has apparently been the cause of some derailments of towing loco-

motives. When concrete at such a location is removed, crosstie members are

often found to be damaged (Figure 9), with severe deterioration of the web and

upper flange areas directly under the waterside rail. This damage seems to be

confined almost entirely to the long ties. Connecting bolts are frequently

found to be loose or sheared.

12. Damage in gate recess areas seems to be primarily the result of

lateral instability of the waterside rail and its supporting girder. Removal

of concrete between the rack and the waterside rail often shows that the in-

termittent tension rods which serve as stiffeners connecting the supporting

members of these components have been yielded or broken, allowing out-of-

tolerance lateral deformations of the waterside structure under severe load-

ings. These tension rods can be seen in Figure 10.

Repair Procedures--The "Alternate Tie" Method

13. The "alternate tie" method is the procedure developed by PCC for

the rehabilitation of the tow track system. The repairs are made section by

12
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a. Locomotive cable angles vary considerably

b. Cable angles such as this cause the most
severe loadings of the waterside rail

Figure 5. Typical towing operations (Continued)
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c. Many of the larger vessels have only inches of
clearance in the 110-ft-wide chambers

II

d. The Queen Elizabeth 2 is the largest
passenger ship that uses the canal

Figure 5. (Concluded)
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a. Typical concrete damage along
the waterside rail

-. 1

b. Damage is sometimes evident along the tie ends

Figure 6. Deterioration of surface concrete
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a. A worn rack section. Note the damage to the

waterside (right in photo) flange caused by
locomotive drive gears

%'i.

b. Cutaway view of a damaged rack. Note

the wear (arrows) caused by the landside
locomotive safety shoes

Figure 7. Damage to the rack
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a. A typical rail fracture. Most such failures are
located at the welded joints

b. Excessive concrete deterioration at a rail joint

Figure 8. Rail damage
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Figure 9. Views of two different long ties showing severe

a

damaIge to the web under the waterside rail. Photos were
taken immediately after the removal of concrete. Note

also the damage to upper flanges

18
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Figure 10. Gate recess area after removal of con-
crete between waterside rail and rack. Note the
rods which serve as lateral stiffeners of the

rail-support girder

section and are designed to be accomplished without any interruptions of lock

traffic. Actual hardware replacement is done during the 1-1/2- to 3-hr midday

period known as the traffic window, when there are normally no ships in the

locks due to the shift in traffic direction. (Both traffic lanes run in the

same direction at all times; traffic enters both ends of the canal during

morning hours and begins to exit in the afternoon when the first entering

, ships have crossed Lake Gatun.)

- 14. Repairs of a section are begun by removing the concrete around

the waterside rail down to the lower flanges of the ties. All short ties in

the area are then completely removed and long ties are closely inspected for

damage (Figure 11). Long ties that are found to be damaged only under the

waterside rail are cut off about halfway to the rack, and a new, heavier sec-

tion is attached to the old using butt welds and splice plates (Figure 12).

When a tie is more extensively damaged, concrete is excavated along its com-

*plete length so that it can be removed and replaced. Many of the original

ties (more than half) do not appear to be damaged and are not replaced. Since

sections identical to the original ties are no longer available, replacements

are usually lengths of a standard W6 x 20 I-beam section. Limited supplies

of a new heavier tie design are kept on hand for use where special details

19
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Figure 11. Repair area after the

initial concrete excavation and
removal of short ties

S..

Figure 12. Splice-repair of a damaged long tie.
Pipes welded to the tie ends carry loads after

the supporting concrete has been removed

20



require that the replacement section have exactly the same total depth as the

original-style tie. Cross-sectional details of the three tie sections are

shown in Figure 13. Temporary supports for the waterside ends of all long

ties are made by drilling 2-ft-deep, 2-1/2-in.-diameter holes in the concrete

foundation at the end of each tie, driving 2-in.-diameter extra strong steel

pipes into the holes, and welding the pipes to the ties. This support condi-4.,

tion can be seen in Figure 12. When the temporary supports are in place, ad-

ditional concrete is removed below the tie bottom flanges to assure that the

repair foundation is sound. The pipe supports thus carry all loads previously

borne by the tie foundation (at the waterside end) for a period of at least

several days, during the next steps of the repair procedure. Some additional

concrete is removed when a damaged rack section must be replaced. Rack sec-

tions which show only moderate deterioration of the wear surface (landside

flange) are sometimes rotated 180 deg and reinstalled.

15. When all long ties are secured by pipe supports, the waterside

rails are replaced with heavier sections and upgraded connection hardware

is used throughout. The new and old rail sections are detailed in Fig-

ure 14. The new rails are carefully aligned and brought to the appropriate

elevation using specially designed shims. Thermit welds are used at rail

joints. The original short ties are modified by welding plates on the land-

side ends, and are then bolted in place to the new rails, with removable

spacer plates sandwiched between. Formwork is constructed around the short

ties, and a 3,000-psi, high early strength concrete is cast up to the top

flange of the suspended short ties only (Figure 15). After an initial set

(no-traffic period), the spacer plates are removed so that no rail loads are

transferred to the fresh concrete. After a 24-hr cure, all rail loads are

transferred to the short ties and final connections are made; shims on the

long ties are removed. Concrete is then cast and cured up to the top flanges

of the long ties (Figure 16) and final connections are made. At this point

all ties are encased in concrete up to the top flanges and are carrying rail

loads, but the rail is still exposed. The concrete level is typically about

1/4 in. below the rail bottom flange between ties, roughly corresponding to

the thickness of shims at the tie connections. No attempt is made to move

concrete under the rail flange during the final placement, which is generally

regarded to function only cosmetically. The repair is complete when the final

concrete is cast to the original surface level and crack control joints are

%"
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8"

3/16"

*-1/4"1

5-1/2" a. Original ties

(long and short)

5/16"

-1

4-1/2"34

" 3/8"1

1/4"

6-1/4"
b. Typical long tie
replacement section

(W6 x 20 I-beam) 3/8"

6"

7"

1/2"1
.. e/"C. Long tie replacement:: .:: .. :: __ 5/8"

section for special depth-

5-1/2" critical locations (in-
verted ST5 x 17.5 with

1/2" I welded top flange)

Figure 13. Sectional details of crosst.es
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2-5/8"

-1-9 32"

- 5-3/'8"

-- + -- 9/16"

5/16"

5-3/8"

a. Original rail, 90 lb/yd

2-9/16"

1-1/211

J% 15 /16' ,f _5-3/16"

13/32"

[ --

5-3/16"

b. Replacement rail, 105 lb/yd

Figure 14. Cross-sectional details of

original and replacement rails
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Figure 15. Formwork is constructed around a short tie

-p

Figure 16. Concrete is cast around a long tie
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made along the rail head edges and at certain transverse spacings.

16. Repair procedures at gate recess sections do not require such crit-

ical timing and coordination with traffic, since actual support members are

not replaced. All damaged concrete between the rack and waterside rail is

removed, and the waterside rail is replaced using the heavier section detailed

in Figure 14 and upgraded connection hardware. Any damaged rack sections are

replaced or rotated, and the tension rods connecting supporting members of the

rack and waterside rail (Figure 10) are replaced with 3/8-in.-thick by 4-in.-

wide steel straps, which are welded in place. Additional stiffener plates are

added to the I-beam which supports the rail. Alignment and elevation of the

new rail is carefully adjusted, and new concrete is cast up to the original

surface level.

25
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PART III: TESTING PROCEDURES

17. Specific test plans were devised with the primary objectives of ob-

taining strain data from tow track components at three representative repaired

sections under a wide variety of accurately defined locomotive loadings, in-

cluding actual towing and braking operations. Original plans called for plac-

ing strain gages on the component members being used in repair procedures at

each site and installing those components during the actual repair of the

track section in which that test site was located, with as little departure

from normal repair operations as possible. Component sections being replaced

at each site were to be strain-gaged under laboratory conditions before being

transported to the site for use. Repairs to the track section spanning a test

site were to be performed according to normal repair procedures and sched-

ules. Tests were to begin at a site as soon as that track section was com-

pleted and returned to normal service, and were to include a preplanned array

of loading conditions.

18. On-site testing is usually done under circumstances which are less

ideal than those in the laboratory, but work on the tow track structure posed

some particularly unusual problems. A locomotive passes any given track loca-

tion an average of 12 times per hour except during the traffic window periods.

Any test procedures which could not be accomplished around the steady traffic

were reserved for the brief midday window period. The passing of each loco-

motive left fresh deposits of grease and hydraulic fluid on tow track compo-

nents, and seasonal afternoon rainshowers had to be contended with. A few

unexpected details required some modifications to original test plans. It was

not discovered until construction of test sections was near completion that

the ties provided for strain gaging and testing were not those typically used

in repairs. Also, repairs had already been completed at two of the three

track sections to be strain-gaged, each with an open space in the new con-

struction left to accommodate the strain-gaged components. The insertion of

one or two tie supports and placing of concrete within a previously repaired

section was, of course, a nontypical detail with respect to normal repair
5"

S.. procedures.

*' 19. The three test locations were along the east wall of the lower,

eastside chamber of the Miraflores Locks. Site 1 was near the north end of

the chamber and was characterized by the typical crosstie-supported, concrete

26



foundation construction. Site 2 was in a gate recess area at the south end of

Athe chamber. Site 3 was near the center of the chamber and was identical in

construction to site 1. Some consideration had been given to the selection of

the third site in an area where the tow track spanned a below-deck opening.

The specific details of this construction type vary among locations, however,

and the observed structural damage to rails, racks, and ties in these areas

resembled that in concrete foundation areas. The selection of a test section

identical to site 1 was favored, considering the statistical value of dupli-

cate tests and the importance of test data from this construction type. Over

85 percent of the damaged tow track throughout the locks is of the concrete

foundation construction type.

20. Instrumentation included up to 48 channels of active electronic

measurements which were recorded on analog tape during testing at each site.

The gages used were primarily strain gages placed on tow track structure com-

ponents, but also included pressure transducers which monitored the hydraulic

pressure of the windlass drives (as a measure of cable tension), a tension

load cell (for verification of theoretical hydraulic pressure-cable tension

relationships), accelerometers mounted on locomotives, and deflection gages

on the gate recess cantilever girders. Strain gage locations were chosen

with the objectives of obtaining data which would help identify deformation

and quantify strain levels in each of the concerned track components. Most

gages could not be located exactly at the points of anticipated maximum

strains due to the proximities of connection hardware and wheel contact and

the constraints of gage placement techniques.

Preparation of Test Sections

21. Gage layout details for each of the three test sites are shown in

Figures 17 through 22. When new component sections were available for instru-

menting prior to installation, adhesive-type strain gages were placed under

controlled conditions (Figures 23 through 25). These components included the

ties at sites l and 3 and the rail and rack at site 2. Adhesive strain gages

could not be used on those components already in place due to insufficient no-

load time periods and the inaccessibility and surface conditions of the gage

locations. Weldable strain gages were used for these applications (Figure 26).

22. Preparation procedures were quite similar at test sites 1 and 3
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Figure 17. Gage locations, site 1
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Figure 18. Strain gage location details, site 1
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Figure 20. Strain gage location details, site2
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Figure 22. Strain gage location details, site 3
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Figure 23. Placement of bondable
strain gages on a crosstie

-. "

Figure 24. Application of protective
coatings on strain gages and cables
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since the structural details were identical. Assembly of the components and

placing of concrete were done by the PCC repair crews in accordance with the

established repair procedures. One long tie at each site and one short tie at

site 1 were replaced with new sections which had been strain-gaged in a nearby

workroom. Gage layouts at the two sites were essentially the same except that

weldable strain gages on the web of an adjacent original long tie were used at

site 3 in place of the gages on a short tie at site 1. All gage cables were

routed through conduits under the conductor slot first to nearby junction

boxes which contained Wheatstone bridge completion circuits, and in turn to

the shelter which housed the data recording equipment. Hardware connections

and concrete placement at site 1 were made in accordance with alternate tie

procedures (paragraphs 14 and 15). All ties adjacent to the new one at site 3

(including short ties) were already encased in concrete and carrying loads, so

only one placement was required to bring all concrete in the test section to

the upper tie flange elevation. Photos of the assembly and construction at

sites 1 and 3 are shown in Figures 27 and 28.

23. Test site 2 was prepared for testing during the actual repairs of the

entire gate recess section. The new waterside rail, rack section, and tension

straps to be used were strain-gaged with adhesive-type gages prior to instal-

lation. Weldable strain gages were placed on the rail-supporting girder and

stringer channel (part of the built-up structure which supports the rack) af-

ter the confining concrete was removed. Deflection gages for monitoring any
movement of the cantilever girders were attached to specially constructed

steel supports which were anchored into the lock wall. All new concrete in

the gate recess section was cast at one time, completing the repair. Fig-

ure 29 shows views of the gate recess repairs and test site preparation.

Test Methods

24. For purposes of recording and identifying data, each individual

test consisted of the passing of both axles of one locomotive over the test

section. Data signals were continuously recorded on magnetic tape during each

test, beginning a few seconds before the arrival of an approaching locomotive

and ending when the locomotive had gone a short distance past the instrumented

area. A total of 74 individual tests were conducted, including 37 at site 1,

20 at site 2, and 17 at site 3.
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a. Concrete is cast around instrumented short tie
while pipe-supported long tie carries rail loads

b. Load is transferred to short ties (next day) and
concrete is cast around instrumented long tie

Figure 27. Construction at test site 1 (Continued)
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c. After a 21k-hr cure, final connections are made at
all ties, and surface concrete is cast

L
o

4

d. Completed repair

Figure 27. (Concluded)
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a. Instrumented long tie is installed

b. Concrete is cast to the top flanges of ties. The
instrumented long tie carries no loads until shims
are inserted and connections made after a 24-hr cure

Figure 28. Construction at test site 3 (Continued)
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c. Surface concrete is cast, completing the repair

Figure 28. (Concluded)
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a. View of construction work from atop the

closed miter gate

b. Placement of strain gages on the
rail-support girder

Figure 29. Construction at the gate recess, test site 2
(Sheet I of 3)
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c. Installation of a new rack section,
previously strain-gaged

4

d. Placement of' gages and component
assembly are complete. Note the new
"tension strap" girder stiffeners

Figure 29. (Sheet 2 of 3)
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.,e. Concrete placement

f. Completed repair

Figure 29. (Sheet 3 of 3)
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25. The tests conducted at each site included both actual towing situa-

tions and controlled tow simulations. The simulations were made by securing

the locomotive windlass cables to stationary anchors on the opposite lock

wall. Locomotives then moved across the test area at the desired speed with

one or both of the windlasses exerting a prearranged (usually maximum) cable

tension. The simulation conditions allowed more precise measurement of load-

ings over a limited range of cable angles. Data which reflected effects of

the most extreme cable angles had to be obtained in actual towing tests.

Since locomotives were not always fully loaded when passing a given section

and extremely severe cable angles occurred only occasionally, a large number

of tests were conducted in hopes of obtaining data from a representative vari-

ety of severe loading conditions. One test in which windlass cables were com-

pletely unloaded was conducted at each test site for reference purposes.

26. In addition to electronic instrumentation measurements, other in-

formation collected from each test included ship name, length, beam, and draft

(for towing tests), measured horizontal and vertical angles of windlass ca-

bles, readings of locomotive cable tension meters, and position and function

(towing, braking, or guiding) of the locomotive. Summaries of the individual

tests can be found in the draft data report referred to in paragraph 3.

Photography was used to document many of the test configurations (Figures 30

and 31).

Instrumentation and Data Reduction

27. The strain gages used in all testing were 1/4-in., 350-ohm

gages made by Micro Measurements Company, rated for strains up to 5 percent

(50,000 uin./in.). Wheatstone bridge completion circuits constructed at WES

were used in junction boxes no further than 10 ft from gage locations. In-

strumentation shelters which housed all recording equipment were located up to

100 ft away from the junction boxes. Data signals were multiplexed and

direct-recorded using Schlumberger MA-1142 multiplexers and a Racal Store-7

analog tape recorder. Amplifiers and other signal-conditioning electronics

were specially constructed at WES. A galvanometer oscilloscope was used to

check the recorded data after each test. it
28. Immediately prior to each test or test group, a "calibration step"

was recorded for each data channel. This is a generated electronic signal
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Figure 30. Controlled tow simulation tests were made
by moving the locomotive over the test site with wind-

lass cables anchored to the opposite lock wall

Figure 31. Tests which involved actual towing or braking
of ships were made during normal operations
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whose constant voltage level corresponds to that associated with the maximum

predicted measurement for that channel. The calibration signal facilitates

accurate quantifying of the data measurement when the signal level is compared

to the known calibration level.

29. Data reduction and final processing were done at WES. Analog tapes

were played back through decoding circuitry so that multiplexed signals were

restored to individual channels. Each data signal and its associated calibra-

tion step was converted from analog to digital form so that special-purpose

computer codes could be used to further process the data. Once in digital

form, each signal was automatically analyzed for frequency content. It is

common for unwanted electrical noise to appear on recorded data signals, espe-

cially when gages and recording electronics are located near high-voltage

power and electric motors. A significant amount of this noise was present on

the data tapes. The frequencies of unwanted noise were identified and digi-

tally filtered, leaving only the frequencies of actual data signals. The com-

puter codes were used to quantify the data signals by comparing them with the

assigned values of corresponding calibration steps. Finally, each data signal

was automatically plotted to an appropriate scale versus time. The digitally

stored records can easily be replotted to a common scale or superimposed to

facilitate visual comparisons.

30. Twenty-seven tests (13 at site 1, 8 at site 2, and 6 at site 3)

were selected for complete data processing and detailed study. These tests

represent an appropriate variety of actual and simulated operating loads. The

data records are presented in their entirety in the draft data report referred

to in paragraph 3 and are not reproduced in this report.
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PART IV: RESULTS OF TESTING

31. Test data indicate that significant tow track component strains are

quite local relative to the exact positions of locomotive wheels at any in-

stant in time. Measurable strains are rarely found more than about 3 ft away

from a wheel, and significant strains are confined to those areas within a few

inches.

32. The instrumented component sections in which significant strains

were measured included all parts of the rails at all sites, tie web sections

'' directly beneath rails at sites 1 and 3, and the girder webs and tension

straps at site 2 (gate recess). The measured strains at other sections of

ties and in other instrumented components were relatively insignificant.

33. The maximum stains measured in the high-strain locations for each

site are listed in Table 1. Positive strains are tension by sign convention.

These strains are not necessarily the most severe strains present in each re-

spective section, since the gages were not located at the extremes of section

geometries. For example, it can be shown that strains at rail section extrem-

ities could theoretically reach as much as 2.5 times the measured strains, de-

pending on the biaxial bending conditions present. The tests in which the

greatest strains occurred at each site were all controlled tow simulations.

Each tabulated measurement represents the maximum strain encountered at that

gage location during the entire specified test; the strains shown for various

gages at the same section may not have occurred during the same wheel pass.

Complete strain histories at these and other gage locations are included in

the draft data report referred to in paragraph 3.

34. Each of the strain records appears generally as a pair of pulses

(one for each locomotive wheel) plotted against real time in milliseconds.

The amount of time between the pulses varies somewhat between tests, according

to differences in locomotive speed. Since locomotive speeds were usually con-
stant through any given test (especially controlled simulations), an approxi-

mate relationship of the actual distance of wheel travel to any time period of

-40 interest can easily be determined by comparing the time between pulses to the

locomotive wheel span (180 in.). This method can be used to determine the

strain at a gage location when the locomotive wheel is at an adjacent tie or

midspan point, etc.

35. Hydraulic pressures of the locomotive windlass drive systems were
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monitored during all controlled simulation tests and whenever possible during

actual towing tests. The records are presented along with all other test data

in the draft data report referred to in paragraph 3. The theoretical rela-

tionships between hydraulic pressures and cable tension (supplied by PCC) are

shown in Figure 32. Cable tensions determined using these plots compared very

well with actual cable tensions measured with a tension load cell which was

attached between a windlass cable and a stationary mooring anchor in several

of the first controlled-simulation tests.

36. An accelerometer was attached to a locomotive axle and was moni-

tored during several of the initial tests. The accelerations measured were

extremely small, and it was concluded that there are no significant dynamic

loadings imparted to the tow track by the locomotives. No effects on compo-

nent strains or responses resulted from changes in locomotive speeds, which

varied from essentially a standstill to a maximum of about 3 mph.

Tests of the Crosstie-Supported Tow Track

37. Test sites 1 and 3 were of identical construction, characterized by

crossties supported by solid concrete. Duplicate testing adds statistical

significance to data, and also helps identify any inconsistencies in test con-

ditions by allowing comparisons of data from otherwise identical tests.

Rails

38. The bending and torsional response of a rail is much like that of a

beam subjected to vertical and horizontal loads. The horizontally oriented

strain gages on rail heads and lower flanges were positioned so as to measure

those strains caused by bending of the rail section about its horizontal and

vertical centroidal axes. Those gages oriented vertically on the rail webs

are sensitive to web compression resulting from wheel loadings and can be used

*: to identify bending of the web and the associated twisting of the rail section

caused by horizontal wheel loads and/or eccentric vertical wheel loads. Biax-

ial bending in the rail results in differences in measured strains on opposing

sides of the head and lower flange. Bending about the rail's horizontal cen-

troidal axis (vertical bending) resulting from the vertical component of wheel

loading can theoretically be quantified using an average of the measured

strains in the lower flange and/or the rail head and beam flexure theory.

Since the strains measured in the rail head appear to be significantly
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influenced by the local effects of locomotive wheels, the use of lower flange

strain measurements alone seems to be more reliable in establishing trends in

vertical bending.

39. As a locomotive wheel approaches a gage location section, strain
measurements are generally quite consistent with the principles of beam flex-

ure. Negative moment effects are often observed when the wheel is in an adja-

cent span; positive moment strains appear and approach maximums as the wheel

* nears the gage location. Just as the wheel passes the exact gage location,

. /however, measurements at the rail head gages (responding in compression as the

wheel nears) consistently show a very brief but often severe tension "spike."

In some cases, the magnitude of the tension spike is greater than that of the

maximum compression resulting from positive moment effects. This phenomenon

is observed only in the rail head and is probably caused by a combination of

localized effects, including Poisson strains and local bending of the head

itself.

40. Systematic study of the rail data indicates an unexpected trend in

vertical bending. At both sites 1 and 3, positive moment bending strains are

observed to be consistently greater at the long tie support (Section A) than

at midspan (Section B). It is suspected that this effect is caused by the

differences in support conditions of the instrumented ties compared with those

ties in the adjacent previously repaired areas. Such differences probably ex-

ist due to the relative volumetric changes of the curing concrete in the small

test areas, which were located within previously stabilized, uniformly con-

structed track sections. This topic will be further addressed in Part V.
41. The vertically oriented gages on rail webs generally respond in

compression as locomotive wheels pass the instrumented section. Differences

in the measured strains on opposite sides of a web which indicate web bending

and associated section twisting are often observed. In extreme cases, the net

strain effect on one side of the web can be tension. Significant web bending

would be expected when locomotive cable loads and subsequent horizontal wheel

load components are large, but such behavior can also be seen in those test-

having no cable loads and theoretically no horizontal components of wheel

loads. This may be caused by vertical wheel loads which are, in effect, ec-

centric relative to the rail's vertical axis of symmetry. Locomotive wheels

wear in such a way that the bearing surface of a wheel conforms to the shape

of the rail head. When wheel or rail alignments are for any reason slightly
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irregular, a worn wheel may bear primarily to one side of center of the rail

head, resulting in a bending moment effect in the web. Differing measured web

strains from two wheels of the same unloaded locomotive are probably the re-

sult of variations in wheel wear conditions, safety shoe adjustments, or

alignment precision in adjacent tow track components.

Ties

42. Strain gages on the long ties which were replaced at sites 1 and 3

were arranged in four groups, one under each rail and one under each rack con-

nection point (Figures 17 and 21). All of the gages were placed on the tie

webs. Each group consisted of horizontally oriented gages near the upper and

lower extremes of the web and a vertical gage adjacent to the upper horizon-

tal. In some cases, a three-gage rosette (including one at a 45-deg angle)

was used at the upper location so that principal strain directions could be

identified. Vertical gages under the rails were duplicated on the opposite

side of the tie web at site 3, and two vertically oriented gages were used on

each of the pipe supports which temporarily carry loads at the waterside ends

of long ties during construction. An adjacent short tie at site 1 was gaged

in a similar arrangement, while at site 3 weldable strain gages were placed on

one side of the web of an in-place, original long tie (removal of concrete was

done only to the extent necessary for gage placements) to facilitate compari-

sons of strains in the replaced tie and one which was part of previous repairs.

43. Strains measured at those locations which were directly under rack

connection points were at all times insignificant, and often immeasurable.

Relatively small compressive strains were measured in the pipe supports.

Measured strains at those gage locations under the rails, however, were usu-

ally significant and indicate several interesting trends.

44. Vertical strains directly under the rails were the most severe

measured in the ties. The horizontally oriented gages should be sensitive to

strains resulting from any vertical bending of the tie section, which was ap-

parently not significant. The upper horizontal gages often indicated tensile

strains (vertical section bending alone should result in compression), presum-

ably caused by the Poisson effects of the much more severe vertical strains in

the area. The strain responses of the short tie at site I were similar to

those observed in long ties.

45. The severity of measured vertical strains under the waterside rail

increases with the severity of locomotive cable loads, as would be expected.
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Likewise, those strains under the landside rail decrease, since wheel loads

there can approach zero as cable loads maximize. However, when waterside and

landside wheel loads are theoretically equal (no cable loads) the vertical

strains under the two rails are typically observed to differ. This behavior

could be caused by slight inconsistencies in assembly tolerances or quality of

concrete placement in the repaired section.

46. Vertical strain gages were used on both sides of the tie web for

those locations under rails at site 3. Any differences in the vertical

strains measured on opposite sides of a tie web at a given time would indi-

cate some bending of the web and associated twisting of the tie section.

While almost no web bending is evident under the landside rail (strain records

of the opposing gages are almost identical), the bending is severe under the

waterside rail. This behavior is independent of the severity of wheel loads,

and may be caused by inconsistencies in the condition of rail connection hard-

ware or (more likely) variations in the quality of concrete placement under

the upper tie flanges.

* -~47. The long ties which were strain-gaged and used at test sites 1 and

3 were not those typically used in repairs of the concrete-supported tow

track. The most distinct difference in the cross-sectional characteristics of

the instrumented ties is a greater web thickness (Figure 13). Both original

ties and those sections normally used as replacements have a web thickness of

1/4 in., while the web of the instrumented tie section is 5/8 in. thick. The

strings measured in the tie web would no doubt have been greater (as much as

2.5 times greater, in theory) had the instrumented tie section been one of

those having a thinner web.

Rack

48. Strain gage locations on the rack were chosen so as to measure lo-

cal strains caused by the locomotive safety shoes as well as those strains as-

sociated with twisting of the rack section. Other than one three-gage ro-

sette, the orientations were vertical. All gages were on the outer surfaces

of the rack sides, near the upper flanges on which safety shoes bear. Se-

lected locations along the length of the rack sections included points both

directly over and halfway between the internal stiffeners (Figures 17 and 21).

49. The strains measured at all gage locations on the rack were

negligible. Even when cable loads were extreme, the measured strains never

exceeded about 65 pin./in. Based on these strain magnitudes, it appears
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likely that severe, premature deterioration of the rack is caused by excessive

wear conditions arising from component misalignment or improper hardware ad-

justment rather than overstressing.

Comparisons of tests

at two identical sites

50. Although test sites 1 and 3 were identical construction and would

theoretically be expected to have the same responses to similar loadings, the

strain measurements differ noticeably in many cases. Certain trends in these

differences appear to be the results of slight variations in the exact posi-

tioning and alignment of the components (construction tolerances). For exam-

ple, all of the strains in the rail and long tie which are directly associated

with vertical wheel loads (on the waterside rail) were consistently greater in

no-load tests at site 1 than at site 3. This behavior suggests that the rela-

tive as-repaired elevation of the tie (at the waterside end) may be slightly

higher or the quality of concrete placement around the tie greater at site 1.

Other response tendencies which indicate possible variations in concrete-

placement quality around the tie at site 3 were observed in measured strains

of the tie web (paragraph 46).

Tests at the Gate Recess

51. Tow track construction at site 2 was typical of that in all gate

recess areas throughout the locks, characterized by a special cantilever-

girder support system (Figure 4). The components which responded signifi-

cantly to the test loadings were the rail, the support girder, and the ten-

sion straps. All of the strains measured on the rack and its supporting

structure (stringer) were insignificant. The vertical deflections meas-

ured at the cantilever and at midspan of the rail-supporting girder were

extremely small, and those strain measurements on the girder which are asso-

ciated with vertical bending of the section confirm that very little vertical

movement was present.

52. Strains measured in the rail head showed local effects identical to

those of sites 1 and 3. The strain magnitudes in the rail head and web were

p. often slightly greater than those at sites 1 and 3, possibly because of the

greater effective support stiffness (in the vertical direction) of the massive

girder, as compared with the concrete-encased ties. Vertical bending of the
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rail, as indicated by the lower flange strain gages, was minor and appeared to

be largely controlled by the composite behavior of the rail and the support

girder.

53. Horizontal bending and associated twisting were significant in both

the rail and girder. Local horizontal bending in the rail head and bending of

the rail web were more severe than at sites 1 and 3, probably due to the lack

of any confinement (concrete) on the rail's waterside. Bending in the girder

web was significant when cable loads were severe. Strains measured in the

tension straps were significant, though not excessive.

54. Significant component responses at the gate recess test site were

primarily those associated with the lateral (horizontal) components of rail

loadings. Modifications made to some of the components in the repair proce-

dures (increased area of tension straps and the addition of web stiffeners on

the girder) no doubt have reduced the severity of these tendencies, and none

of the related strain measurements were considered excessive or critical. The

tolerances of component assembly precision are likely much closer in the gate

recess areas, since the final alignment of supporting components is not con-

trolled by concrete placement and curing. Based on the strains measured at

test site 2 and assuming correct alignment and adjustment of all components

and hardware, it appears unlikely that accelerated deterioration due to compo-

nent overstressing will be a problem in the repaired gate recess tow track

sections.
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PART V: ANALYSES

55. The tests summarized in previous parts have indicated that certain

localized component areas regularly experience significant (but not necessar-

ily excessive) stresses. Results of some of the tests and observations of tow

track repair procedures have suggested that variations in the precision of

component assembly and the consistency of concrete placement may affect com-

ponent response tendencies and relative stress levels. The general objectives

of these analyses are to investigate in greater detail those component areas

and response tendencies and to extend the test data base to the most extreme

geometries and loadings normally present. The development of deterioration

mechanisms can be surmised, considering some of the test results, but predict-

ing the effects of such possibilities requires analytical investigation. The

analysis methods used in this study include conventional engineering analysis

techniques and finite element (FE) analyses.

56. FE analysis is an effective tool for large and/or geometrically

complex structures, and is most reliable when a structure's material proper-

ties are generally homogeneous and isotropic. Accuracy of the results of FE

analyses depends significantly on precise definition of structural geometry,

external loads, and boundary or support conditions. Composite structures pre-

sent an additional problem in that interaction between the different materials

is not precisely known and therefore further assumptions or approximations

must be made in the analysis. Analysis of repaired composite structures pre-

sents even more difficulties in that the material properties of the repaired

section are not the same as the original structure and the geometric toler-

ances of the repaired section vary from section to section and in general are

expected to be different from those of the original structure. It follows

that FE numerical predictions of stresses, strains, and deflections in

structural components of the tow track system are of limited reliability, at

least in an absolute sense. The greatest value of such FE results is realized

when through qualitative interpretation, trends observed in numerical results

are consistent with test data trends, and the component response tendencies

resulting from situations other than those experienced in testing can be

investigated using reasonable variation of FE input parameters.

57. Conventional calculation techniques employing normal stress analy-

sis principles can be used to accurately evaluate isolated structural elements
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of relatively simple geometries (such as rails and crossties) once support and

-loading conditions have been defined. It is impractical to study local stress

effects in the concrete surrounding a component using FE techniques because of

the difficulty in mathematically modeling the interaction of the different

materials, especially considering the consistency variations of concrete cast

in small, staggered sections. The general ranges of local concrete stresses

can be estimated with simplified calculations by making certain assumptions

and approximations. FE analyses and test results are useful in defining the

appropriate load representations and boundary conditions for these conven-

*tional analysis techniques.

*Preliminary Calculations

58. Precise definition of the magnitudes, directions, and points of

application of all loads imparted to the tow track system by locomotives is

necessary in beginning the analytical investigation. Since locomotive weight

and geometry, maximum cable tension, and the general range of cable angles are

known, theoretical determinations of loads on the rails and rack can easily be

made using the principles of statics, assuming the locomotive acts as a rigid

* body. Figure 33 is a free-body diagram of a locomotive showing all of the

loads associated with one axle. When windlass cables are slack, loads to the

tow track system include only the uniform distribution of the locomotive

weight (vertical loads of 27.5 kips at each wheel). Since this dead-load-

only case is easily defined in testing, it provides a basis for data-versus-

analysis comparisons. When cable loads are applied, rail loads can be deter-

mined by summing moments about the safety shoe bearing point. Loads on the

waterside rail are greatest when the cable angle is below horizontal. As the

angle e (Figure 33) increases, the vertical component of cable tension C

becomes larger, as does the vertical resultant on the waterside rail RVW

Load on the landside rail RVL decreases. As e increases with maximum ca-

ble tensions, RVL eventually becomes zero. This is the point at which the

locomotive safety shoes first engage to resist overturning moment. By summing

moments and forces and setting R 0 this e is found to be about 14 deg

below horizontal. At this point, RVW = 63.4 kips . Cable angles, however,

often become more severe than this. By varying e and solving for the cor-

responding rail loads, it can be shown that the most severe case for vertical
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' RH 3.8'4. S+

RVW I V
65.4-"

W locomotive weight (55 kips per axle)

e = cable angle with respect to horizontal

CT : cable tension (35 kips maximum, each)

CH = cable tension, horizontal component = CT cos 0

CV = cable tension, vertical component = CT sin 0

RH = horizontal rail load (waterside only)

RVw = vertical rail load, waterside

RVL = vertical rail load, landside

S = safety shoe load

Figure 33. Free-body diagram of a locomotive
Vshowing all loads associated with one axle
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loads on the waterside rail occurs when 8 is approximately 60 deg (RVW

= 87.5 kips, RH = 17.5 kips). Such a cable angle is not uncommon during nor-

mal lock operations. This loading case will be used in several of the anal-

yses to follow. Actual loads experienced by the tow track components in a

similar arrangement probably vary somewhat due to slight variations in compo-

nent alignment precision, and this worst-case-loading estimate is probably

conservative.

59. In developing a realistic FE model of a structural system such as

the tow track, it is important that the size of the modeled section be appro-

priate so that results are not affected by the model boundaries. In order to

predict the general scope of the tow track responses caused by wheel loads, a

calculation approximating a rail as a continuous beam on simple supports

(ties) spaced at 18 in. was made using conventional structural analysis meth-

ods. The moment diagram produced by this calculation for a one-wheel midspan

load is shown in Figure 34. These results suggest that response of the rail

. and associated forces at supports are significant only within about 2-1/2

spans of the wheel load. Test results also support this general scope of the

structural response. Since locomotive axles are 10 spans apart, any combined

response effects due to two axles should be negligible. A FE model of a track

section eight spans in length should be large enough to reasonably investigate

the responses of the loads exerted by a single locomotive axle at a variety of

specific locations.

60. Bending moment in the rail is a convenient parameter with which FE

analyses and test results can be compared. Moment can easily be derived from

strain data since the two quantities are directly related. Vertical plane

bending in the rail is most accurately documented by the strain gages placed

on the lower flange. Since some horizontal-plane bending is also usually

present causing the strain measurements on opposite sides to differ, an aver-

age value of the lower-flange strains at a given instant is needed to accu-
-4 rately quantify the vertical bending, assuming there are no significant axial

forces present in the rail. Moment M can be determined from strain C

using the relationships

.. MC

0 =E
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27.5 kips (wheel load)

18" Ties

(alternating long and short)

100

U,,
• 50

Ib 0

0

-50 - -- - -

Figure 34. Moment diagram for a beam on
multiple simple supports

where

a = bending stress

C = distance from the neutral axis

I = moment of inertia

E = modulus of elasticity

Since the lower-flange strain gages are found to be 1.7 in. below the hori-

zontal neutral axis (C = 1.7 in.), the value for I about the same axis is

32.9 in.14 , and the value of E for steel is approximately 29,000 ksi, it

follows that

M (1.7) - 29,000 e or(32.9)

M = 561,000 £
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where

M = vertical bending moment of the rail in in.-kips

c = average of the strains measured in the two lower flange gages

Figure 35 shows influence diagrams for vertical bending moment in the rail at

tie and midspan sections, derived in this manner from the strain data of dead-

load-only tests.

100
Long Tie Gage Locations

75 (Section 'A')

50

Ca 25
04

-4

0-- 25 -

bo <--- North 11

a) T T
r

r_4 Wheel location along rail

- 75

.-4 Midspan gage locations

50(Section 'B')

25

0

-25 -

Figure 35. Influence diagrams for rail vertical bending

moment induced by a single locomotive wheel (dead load
only), as derived from test data
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FE Analyses

61. The mathematical modeling of a composite structure such as the

tow track is made more difficult by the uncertainties concerning bond at the

- . interfaces of materials whose properties differ considerably. A model in

which three-dimensional elements of two dissimilar materials share common

faces would be a questionable simulation of the tow track system since this

type of interface would represent perfect bond. One way to account for the

support and confinement of the concrete surrounding tow track components would

be to simulate the concrete using discrete elastic supports having specified

directions and spring stiffnesses. SAP V, a general-purpose FE program for

structural analysis, is a version of SAP IV (Bathe, Wilson, and Peterson 1974)

updated at WES, and was chosen for the problem. Among the element types

available in SAP V are three-dimensional beam elements (well suited to model-

ing rails and ties) and boundary elements capable of providing linear elastic

supports (at nodes) to simulate supporting concrete.

Development and re-

finement of the model

62. The beam elements used in SAP V allow for accurate and relatively

simple modeling of structural members with homogeneous, isotropic material

properties whose geometries and structural responses are primarily those of

beams. Three different sets of beam properties representing rails, original-

style ties (short ties and long ties other than the instrumented one), and the

heavier new ties used at the strain-gaged section were defined for use in the

model. The size of the modeled section was chosen so as to include eight rail

spans (five long ties and four pairs of short ties). This configuration al-

lows at least three spans between the applied wheel loads of interest (near

the center of the model) and a model boundary (paragraph 59). A grid consist-

ing of 162 nodes and 286 elements was constructed. Eighty-six of the nodes

were used to define the beam elements; many of these were located within a

span of a rail or tie to facilitate applying a wheel load or retrieving calcu-

lational output at that point. The remaining nodes were used only to define

k the directions of boundary elements which acted vertically on the structural

members. Eighty-nine of the elements were beam elements, one between each

consecutive pair of nodes along each member. Crosstie and rail elements share

v a common node at each intersection which assumes perfect connection hardware.
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The 197 boundary elements were arranged so as to simulate all conceivable ori-

entations of concrete confinement and support along the components. The rack

was not included in the FE model since test data showed that strains in the

rack and the localized responses of ties resulting from rack loadings were

insignificant. Figure 36 is a sketch of the finite element grid showing the

layout of all nodes and beam elements and the directions of applied boundary

elements.

63. The concrete which supports and surrounds tow track components is

effectively a medium of continuous, elastic confinement applied along all

faces of the components with which contact is maintained. This confinement

can be most reasonably approximated in FE analyses with the application of

spring forces (boundary elements having specified spring stiffnesses) at nodes

in the appropriate directions. Precise properties of repair concrete are not

easily defined, however, and typically will vary with the consistency of

placement, bond quality, and the strength, age, plastic deformation, and

general condition of the concrete itself. The simulation task is further com-

plicated by the substitution of discrete spring forces for a continuous elas-

tic medium. One way to improve accuracy in the modeling of confining concrete

is to make preliminary estimates of the spring constants, check FE results

against test data generated by identical loading conditions, and refine the

array of spring constants through iterative calculations until the FE results

compare well with test data. The verified model can then be used in more

detailed analyses and in the prediction of component responses to conditions

other than those encountered in testing.

64. In the selection of boundary element spring constants, each spring

is considered to act on a "tributary" portion of the component element repre-

sented by an area extending from the node halfway to each adjacent node. The

spring constant K (in kips/in.) can be found by multiplying the length of

the tributary portion by the concrete's effective elastic stiffness per unit

length K/L (in ksi). The effective K/L for the area of concrete in contact

with a component face was estimated using a method presented by Timoshenko

and Goodier (1970) for calculating the average deflection over the area of a

rectangular, uniform-pressure distribution applied to the surface of a semi-

infinite, elastic body. The average deflection Y is found by

Y :m P(l V 2 }
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where

m =numerical factor depending on the rectangle's aspect ratio

P = total load acting on the rectangle, kips

v = Poisson's ratio

" E = elastic modulus, ksi

A = area of rectangle, in.
2

Substituting the material properties of concrete (v 0.2 , E 3,000 ksi),

it follows that
V..

Pm
Y = 0.00032 VT

Since the area A for a rectangle simulating part of a component surface is

the section length L times the surface width W and since K P/Y , then

K - e m = 3,125 mw
0.00032

and

K__
K = 3,125 WE

By choosing an appropriate W for the component surface being considered,

choosing a reasonable L , and finding m from the table by Timoshenko and

Goodier (1970), an estimate of K/L for the confining concrete can be calcu-

lated. By repeating this process and varying L , it can be seen that the

4 calculation is somewhat sensitive to the aspect ratio of the rectangle. For

example, varying L from 2 to 15 in. when W is 5 in. produces K/L values

which range from about 2,000 to 5,500 ksi. This method of spring determina-

tion could probably benefit by some insight into the deflected shapes of

loaded components, considering this sensitivity. Since the initial determina-

tion is very approximate, however, the rectangles used in the calculations

were arbitrarily considered to be squares. Spring constants were calculated

in this manner, using rectangle widths based on the appropriate contact areas

of confining concrete, for the vertical, lateral, and axial boundary elements
acting on ties, and for the lateral boundary elements acting on rails. Since

the concrete around rails does not extend beneath the lower flange (para-

graph 15), the only vertical confinement present is that provided by shear in
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the area of concrete immediately around the rail web and any slight bearing

provided to the rail head. Boundary elements having spring constants equiv-

alent to about 10 percent of the values predicted using the methods described

above were used to simulate this slight vertical confinement.

65. The loads applied to the FE model to simulate those of locomotive
'wheels were point loads at nodes along the rails. Each set of calculations

typically contained a number of load cases consisting of the same wheel loads

applied to several nodes along the rails, so that influence diagrams for com-

ponent responses at any given point (a direct comparison with test data for a

point corresponding to a gage location) could be derived from the results.

The output of an SAP V static analysis of a beam-element grid includes the

displacements and rotations of all unrestrained nodes, all forces and moments

at the ends of each beam element, and the forces and moments in each boundary

element. A complete set of output is generated for each load case of an

analysis. The complete array of results from each set of calculations for

this model typically requires 112 pages of computer output. Figures 37

through 39 show sample pages of each type of result.

66. In order to refine the FE model by adjusting the approximated

spring stiffnesses, a series of analyses were made in which 27.5-kip wheel

loads were applied at nodes along the rails and moment influence diagrams were

plotted and compared with those derived from no-load-test strain data (para-

graph 60). Figures 40 through 42 are plots comparing the calculated vertical

moment influence diagrams with test results. Figure 40 shows the results of

the analysis using the initial spring stiffness estimates at all component

boundary elements. Obviously, the results at the tie section do not compare

well. It was previously noted in test results (paragraph 40) that measured

positive moment strains were consistently greater at the long tie than at mid-

span. This is not consistent with the behavior of a beam at a support, but

seems to indicate that the long ties which were replaced in the test sections

are providing very little support to the rail, compared with adjacent ties.

This effect is probably caused by the shrinkage of curing concrete in the test

sections. As concrete hardens and loses moisture, it typically experiences

plastic contraction on the order of 1 percent by volume. This shrinkage rate

would translate to a total grade settlement at the tie of about 0.05 in.

After the 24-hr cure time, when final connections are made to the rails whose

grades are controlled by the already stabilized adjacent areas, the tie could

I6.
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possibly be unseated at its foundation while being pulled to the rail grade by

connecting hardware. Poor integrity of the tie's foundation could allow rail

deflections as though the tie afforded very little or no support. In pursuing

this concept, an analysis was made in which all vertical boundary elements

supporting the instrumented long tie were removed. As can be seen in Fig-

ure 41, the results of this analysis compare more favorably with test results.

The SAP V program, as coded at WES, allows for convenient adjustment of all

boundary element spring constants with the use of an input factor by which all

input spring constants are multiplied. By repeating the analysis and varying

this factor, the effects of changing all spring constants by the same percent-

age were documented. It was found that spring constants with magnitudes of

approximately half the original approximations produced the best comparisons

of analysis and test results (Figure 42). Notice that the influence diagram

shapes and moment values compare very well except at the peaks, when wheel

loads are directly over the sections being considered (strain gage locations).

At these points of maximum rail deflection, FE analyses predict slightly

greater responses than those measured in testing. This effect may be caused

by the linear elastic behavior of SAP V boundary elements, when the actual

foundation elasticity of tow track components may appear to be nonlinear, if

deflections are significant, due in part to imperfect or irregular bond prop-

erties along the concrete-steel interface. Having produced calculated com-

ponent responses to documented test loadings which compare reasonably well

with test results, the refined beam-element grid can now be used to predict

the qualitative effects of various changes in wheel loadings and component

support conditions.

Investigated variables

67. Since the analyses involving the conditions present in test sec-

tions included a nonstandard support condition at the instrumented long tie,

it is now appropriate to consider the responses in a section of uniformly sup-

ported components (presumably more typical of the repaired tow track, at

large). For this analysis, all long tie boundary elements were replaced.

These results represent the predicted component responses to wheel loads at a

typical section of freshly repaired tow track. Plots of the waterside rail's

response (vertical bending moment) to dead-load-only and worst-case wheel

loads for long tie and midspan sections are shown in Figure 43. The vertical

load imparted to a tie by a rail when a locomotive wheel bears directly at
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ST A TI C ANALYS IS

LOAD CASE I

OISPLACEMENTSIROTATIONS OF UNRESTRAINED NODES

NODE 8- Z- X- --
NU0BER TRANSLATION TRANSLATION TRANSLATION ROTATION ROTATION ROTATION

1 1.61S630-10 -2.624700-39 -6.338100-08 -2.290570-08 -8.505650-07 - .215750-11
2 1.177500-11 -2.624700-09 -5.563660-07 -2.760450-09 -8.505650-07 9.064110-11
3 -7.68566D-11 -3.300920-09 -3.144970-08 1.30828D-08 -8.S05780-07 -2.27288D-11
4 8.010600-12 -4.061680-39 3.1205?D-09 3.104020-09 -9.505920-0? 1.12803D-12
5 -2.159860-11 -4.967340-09 3.09180D-09 -3.122270-09 -8.50610D-07 3.982800-12
6 1.883780-10 -5.728100-09 -3.204950-08 -1.308360-08 -8.50624D-07 -6.062440-11
7 1.372340-10 -3.88694D-09 -5.36369D-07 2.767020-09 -8.506370-07 1.947450-10
8 -3.176S00-10 -2.549260-09 -6.337350-08 2.29099D-08 -8.506370-07 -2.70296D-11
9 1.539250-11 3.25928D-10 5.969220-06 2.203400-08 -1.195110-06 4.516630-10

10 2.095210-10 8.27499o-09 5.969950-06 -2.236520-08 -1.195160-06 2.908890-09
11 -3.627600-10 2.497610-09 2.492350-06 7.449920-0? -2.223740-06 3.335320-11
12 1.901010-11 2.497610-09 1.867660-05 4.68284D-08 -2.228740-06 -1.898580-10
13 2.377280-10 1.555290-09 1.699390-06 -7.846390-07 -2.228740-06 6.563650-11
14 -1.567210-10 5.814650-08 1.714290-06 7.03668D-0? -2.228720-06 1.699020-11
15 2.818080-10 3.114970-08 1.867760-05 -4.749740-08 -2.228720-06 -1.51444D-10
16 3.510390-10 2.07237D-38 2.491640-06 -7.454620-07 -2.2287?20-06 6.455550-11
17 1.633890-11 -2.756020-08 8.601230-05 -1.947670-07 8.704740-06 -8.29409D-09
s18 4.966610-10 -2.889110-08 8.60137D-05 1.955830-07 8.705140-06 -1.4125OD-08
19 3.814670-11 -9.754030-08 -6.420980-06 -2.477240-06 4.426150-05 -6.354060-12
20 1.366770-11 -9.75403D-38 -5.585810-05 -4.36362D-0? 4.426150-05 2.02790D-11
21 -2.144930-11 -1.552800-07 -3.321020-06 1.325140-06 4.42618D-05 -2.44753D-12

22 6.953100-13 -2.20236D-07 3.108150-07 3.17413-G7 4.4262OD-05 -7.10220D-12
23 4.22206D-10 -2.975660-07 3.085120-07 -3.187490-07 4.426240-05 -5.655080-11

24 -4.362920-09 -3.625220-07 -3.367510-06 -1.32485D-06 4.426260-05 1.282580-09
S25 ?.11613D-10 -1 .54229 D-07 -5.586230-05 4.35663D-01 4.426290-05 -5.141520-09

26 9.172360-09 -1.011510-07 -6.41874.0-06 2.478820-06 4.426290-05 1.262380-09
27 1.67539b-11 -2.567550-08 -7.574860-04 -2.491410-06 6.57?340-05 8.762580-09

28 1.15192D-09 -7.564420-07 -7.575100-04 2.521810-06 6.579530-05 -1.879380-07
29 -4.510220-10 6.964590-09 -2.048280-04 -6.192340-05 -2.968080-06 4.187640-11

30 1.98402D-11 6.964590-09 -1.541380-03 -4.546460-06 -2.968080-06 -2.356440-10
31 2.946420-10 4.33693D-09 -1.409270-04 6.440550-05 -2.96808D-06 8.101810-11
32 2.690200-08 -4.685940-06 -1.42152D-04 -6.43221D-05 -2.968050-06 -7.377730-39
33 1.59233D-09 -2.360310-06 -1.541430-03 4.604970-06 -2.968050-06 2.153490-08
34 -4.126360-08 -1.570300-06 -2.047600-04 6.196290-05 -2.968050-06 -3.855190-09
35 1.33822o-11 -4.84413D-08 -7.377050-04 -2.39802D-06 -6.488710-05 -1.425430-08

36 1.058250-09 -6.79487D-07 -7.37731D-04 2.428860-06 -6.488880-05 1.468340-07
37 4.15683D-10 -1.87079D-0? -1.020630-05 -2.757200-06 -4.175260-05 -3.272700-11
38 6.92421D-12 -1.87079D-07 -5.036740-05 -2.49572D-07 -4.175260-05 1.918740-10
39 -1.88997D-10 -2.599350-07 -5.64345D-06 1.73596D-06 -4.175280-0S -S.OS809D-11

40 -1.325600-11 -3.418990-0? 6.681560-07 3.537650-07 -4.17531D-05 1.630590-11
41 -3.048780-10 -4.394740-07 6.617760-07 -3.562740-07 -4.175340-05 -2.709070-12
42 3.77784D-09 -5.214370-07 -5.710670-06 -1.73572o-06 -4.1753?0-05 -9.268100-10
43 5.241640-10 -2.858900-07 -5.03?590-05 2.527570-07 -4.175390-05 3.511140-09
44 -?.46183D-09 -2.104860-07 -1.020150-05 2.759210-06 -4.175390-35 -5.20624D-10
45 -1.836090-12 -4.374190-08 6.796970-05 -1.041360-07 -8.197230-06 1.394560-08
46 3.716870-10 -5.59032D-0O 6.796870-05 1.05457D-07 -8.197790-06 2.24670D-08
47 4.050340-10 4.661870-09 2.079170-06 6.237240-07 1.55705D-06 -3.83829D-11
48 -1.059640-11 4.661870-09 1.560120-05 4.130140-08 1.557050-06 2.10840D-10
49 -2.628350-10 2.903000-09 1.421720-06 -6.54312D-07 1.557050-06 -7.163810-11

50 2.652610-10 5.036720-08 1.434290-06 6.534960-07 1.556900-06 -9.09168D-11
51 2.192090-10 2.888170-08 1.560190-05 -4.18441D-06 1.55690D-06 1.941690-10

Figure 37. Sample page of SAP V output for node displacements

and rotations in a beam-element grid analysis
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B 0 U % D A R Y E L E k1E N T F 0 R C E S / M 0 M E N T S

ELEMENT LOAD FORCE MOMENT
NUMBER CASE

I 1 -0.54622E-03 0.
1 2 -0.94594E-02 0.
1 3 -0. 23130E-01 0.
1 4 -0.16120E-03 0.
1 5 -0.65C55E-02 0.

2 1 -0.87 58CE-05 0.
2 2 -0.61310E-04 0.
2 3 -0. 13779E-03 0.
2 4 -0. 14 105E-03 0.
2 5 O. 72 260E-04 0.

3 1 -0. 1 4 942E-02 0.
3 2 -0. 30693E-01 0.

3 3 -0.75644E-01 0.
3 4 -0.43657E-03 0.
3 5 -0. 20958E-01 0.

4 1 -0.17619E-04 0.
4 2 -0.22241E-04 0.
4 3 -0.28 255E-04 0.

4 4 0.11 787E-02 0.
4 5 0.1837CE-02 0.

5 1 o.16661E-04 0.
5 2 o.15 571E-03 0.

,, 5 3 o.35676E-03 0.
5 . o.10779E-02 0.
5 5 o.14376E-02 0.

6 1 -0.85992E-05 0.
6 2 0.47640E-04 0.
6 3 0.13139E-03 0.
6 4 o.125C8E-02 0.
6 5 0.14 573E-02 0.

7 1 -O.4 1 548E-03 0.
7 2 -0.99635E-02 0.

7 3 -0.24705E-01 0.
7 4 -0.93486E-04 0.
7 5 -0.56865E-02 0.

8 1 -0.62 350E-05 0.

a 2 O.10 846E-04 0.
8 3 0. 38 5GOE-04 0.
8 4 0.26992E-03 0.
8 5 -0.79429E-03 0.

9 1 0.35222E-04 0.
9 2 -0. 35048E-03 0.
9 3 -0.97576E-03 0.

9 4 O.75461E-04 0.

Figure 39. Sample page of SAP V output
boundary element forces and moments
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that section can be predicted by summing the spring forces in the vertical

boundary elements (found in the SAP V analysis output) which act on that tie.

By doing this, the maximum vertical load carried by a tie when a worst-case

wheel load (87.5 kips vertical load) acts on the section is predicted to be

about 77 kips. This value is very nearly the same for a short tie as a long

tie.

68. It might be surmised, considering the geometry of confining con-

crete around a rail, that after many cycles of track loading and the resulting

localized cracking and plastic deformation of that concrete, the elastic ef-

fects of this intermediate rail confinement will probably become insignifi-

cant. To investigate the effects of this possible development, the analysis

described in the previous paragraph was repeated with the boundary elements

which simulate the intermediate vertical rail confinement deleted. This cal-

culation produced peak vertical rail moments which were about 20 to 25 percent

greater. Peak vertical loads imparted to ties increased to about 82 kips.

69. Mention was made in paragraph 66 of the settlement effects in cur-

ing concrete. Since alternate tie repair procedures require that individual

concrete sections containing long ties be cast after the short-tie sections

between them have cured, it follows that long and short ties may ultimately

differ in grade (theoretically) by the amount of settlement occurring at long

ties during the concrete cure. Normal shrinkage can be shown to cause a set-

tlement of as much as 0.05 in. for this volume of concrete. Construction tol-

erances in component assembly and concrete placement no doubt also contribute

to inconsistencies in tie grades. To investigate the effects of such compo-

nent grade variations, an analysis was made in which 0.05-in. support settle-

ments were induced at two long ties. The SAP V program allows for specified

input support settlements and accomplishes this simulation by applying the ap-

propriate forces at boundary elements to produce the specified displacements.

Results of this analysis show that the rail responses induced by the tie set-

tlements (ranging from about 400 in.-kips of positive moment at the long ties

to about 200 in.-kips of negative moment at the short tie) are superimposed

with rail responses caused by wheel loads. The maximum loads carried by the

short tie between the two settled long ties increased by about 65 percent.
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Supporting Conventional Analyses

70. An important factor in considering the long-term stability of a

composite structure such as the tow track is the difference in response be-

haviors of concrete and steel when each is subjected to repeated or sustained

loadings. Steel will continue to respond elastically through multiple load-

unload cycles, unless its yield point or fatigue endurance limit has been ex-

ceeded. Concrete, however, actually experiences small plastic deformations as

a result of repeated or sustained loadings which are well below the ultimate

strength. The ultimate grade inconsistencies of ties along a repaired tow

track section due to the differential settlement effects discussed in the pre-

vious section are probably less severe than the calculations suggest, since

all of the concrete in the section was still relatively green when final hard-

ware connections were made, and the reaction forces in the deformed rail

likely caused some plastic creep in the fresh concrete and subsequent redis-

tribution of the residual forces. While these considerations made precise

quantifying of component stresses more difficult, the related inconsistencies

in bonding conditions and component foundation qualities may contribute to the

accelerated deterioracion of concrete in certain areas.

71. Within the scope of these tests and analyses, none of the measured

or predicted worst-case rail responses have resulted in critical stresses in

the rail section. Although the total states of stress in a rail are rela-

tively complex due to the combinations of all types of beam responses and cer-

tain localized effects, the general response shapes and magnitudes bear many

similarities to those which might be observed in a typical railroad rail

(Ahlbeck et al. 1976, Johns and Davies 1976). Local stresses in ties and con-

crete are somewhat more difficult to quantify, however, and few documented

structural analogies are available to provide insight into long-term problems

[v associated with such a repaired, composite structural system. Some results of

these tests and analyses have suggested that certain conditions which may be

present or may develop could cause excessive stresses in localized areas of

tie sections. There likely exists a continuing process of load redistribu-

* tions in the tow track, caused by plastic deformations and possible local

yielding of supporting concrete, which could result in the premature deteri-

oration of certain components.

72. Rails in a freshly repaired tow track section appear to be slightly
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confined by the concrete in contact with rail webs (paragraph 64). The ten-

dency of the rail to deflect vertically between ties is initially resisted by

this slight confinement. This resistance was simulated in a simple calcula-

tion by a series of elastic supports between two crossties, and the rail was

analyzed as a beam on an elastic foundation (Timoshenko 1958). In response

to an average vertical wheel load (50 kips), the shear stress predicted in

this confining concrete was approximately five times the allowable value. Af-

ter the shear capacity of this concrete has been exceeded and localized crack-

ing has occurred, the confinement effects are no longer present, and any ini-

tial resistance provided is redistributed to the adjacent ties and their

foundations.

73. The consistency of concrete on the undersides of the upper flanges

probably varies considerably. Pockets of air which become trapped in this

area during concrete placement have no route for escape, and visual inspec-

tion of the placement quality here is not possible. Observed bending of a tie

web in test results (paragraph 46) suggests that uniformity of this concrete

was less than ideal. Since the extreme edges of the tie upper flanges are

loaded heavily when rails assume deflected shapes, localized stresses in this

concrete area are probably significant. Considering the volumetric changes

of the concrete during curing, plastic creep resulting from repeated loadings,

and the possibilities of voids and localized overstressing, it is not unrea-

sonable to assume that the entire rail loading imparted to a tie might even-

tually be borne by a section whose upper flanges no longer benefit from sub-

stantial support of concrete. Upon the development of this condition, and

assuming that integrity of the concrete around the tie lower flanges is ac-

ceptable, the entire load exerted by the rail will be carried in the web of

the tie, directly beneath that rail. Stresses in the web will be greatest

near the top, where the load is carried almost entirely by an area the width

of the rail. When the tie section being considered is an original-style tie

which has a web thickness of 1/4 in., the theoretical localized stress result-

*ing from an 82-kip rail loading would be about 63 ksi. Of course, certain

construction tolerance irregularities and support settlement effects have been

shown analytically to cause even greater tie loadings. Stresses of this mag-
nitude are beyond the yield of most mild steels. Plastic deformation of steel

is experienced when yield is exceeded. As deformations occur, additional load

redistributions may eventually cause adjacent local areas to experience
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overstressing; connection hardware becomes more severely stressed and compo-

nent alignment suffers. This type of mechanism is thought to be responsible

for the damages first observed in tie webs like those seen in Figure 9.

Although ties found to be damaged are repaired or replaced in the alternate

tie repair procedure, many of the original long ties are found to be undamaged

and are reused, as are virtually all short ties. Both these original sections

and the W6 x 20 I-beam sections typically used as replacements have 1/4-in.-

thick webs which would be prone to overstressing under the conditions de-

scribed above.

74. The progressive deterioration process is quite difficult to conclu-

sively document since it involves many uncertain tolerances and a continuously

variable array of support conditions and loading distributions. It also fol-

lows that the time period required for such a process to take place cannot be

reasonably predicted within the scope of these tests and analyses.
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PART VI: CONCLUSIONS

75. Measurable strains in tow track components are highly localized

with respect to locomotive wheel position. Strain magnitudes almost always

decayed to less than 10 percent of peak values when locomotive wheels moved

2 ft away from gage locations.

76. None of the measured or predicted responses of the waterside rail

implied critical stress levels in the rail itself. Predictions assumed proper
alignment and attachment hardware conditions.

77. No critical responses were observed in gate recess area components.

Lateral stability of the waterside rail and its supporting girder appears to

have been improved by repair modifications.

5'. 78. Damage to the rack, which has necessitated the replacement of many

- sections, appears to have been caused by normal mechanical wear and/or exces-

sive wear resulting from component misalignment. Strains measured in the rack

did not exceed about 65 pin./in., and calculations agree that rack loadings

'- should not be excessive.

79. Relative precision of component assembly and concrete placement

during the alternate tie repair process appears to affect the severity of

istresses experienced by some components. Different responses were observed

in identical tests at two sites which were alike in structural geometry.

. . Analyses confirm the sensitivity of component responses to construction

- tolerances.

80. The concrete which partially surrounds the rail in a repaired

track section initially carries a portion of the rail loads and influences

that rail's response. Test data compare more favorably with analytical pre-

dictions which simulate this concrete with intermediate elastic supports than

those which include only the tie supports.

81. Localized excessive shear stresses in the concrete around rail webs

between ties will probably cause cracking and deterioration in the immediate

l'. vicinity. The portions of rail loads initially supported by this confinement

will be redistributed to ties.

u' 82. Plastic deformations and localized deteriorations of concrete will

probably cause long-term progressive redistribution of loads and eventual lo-

calized overstressing and alignment degradation in components of the crosstie-

supported tow track.
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83. Reused original tie sections and W6 x 20 I-beam replacement sec-

tions would appear to be particularly susceptible to overstressing in the webs

under waterside rails after certain support and loading conditions have devel-

oped during the process of progressive load redistribution.

84. Within the scope of these tests and analyses, it appears unlikely

that crosstie components and the concrete which supports and confines them

will be substantially more resistant to progressive structural damage as a re-

sult of alternate tie repair procedures. Although the integrity of rails and

racks does not seem threatened by present stress levels, accelerated wear con-

ditions may eventually develop when deterioration of the foundation and sup-

porting crossties begins to affect component alignment.
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Table 1

Maximum Measured Strains, piin./in.

Component Gage Location Gage No. Site 1 Site 2 Site 3
Rail Head ERUiA -450 600 280

ERL2A 380 -480 -220

Web ERL3A -460 -630 -650
ERL4A -520 -670 -280

Lower flange ERL5A -- 310 450
ERL6A 180 -95 110

Tie Web ETIC -320 -420
ET4C -45 -220

Girder Web EG5A -380
(gate EG8A 120
recess)

Support straps ESPi 315
ESP2 340
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